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Abstract: Earthquake light, emerging from the ground as flashes at night (neglecting other more minor forms), usually has a white
hemispherical center and blue outer part. The blue resembles daytime blue sky. Its existence is increasingly verified, with about 80 videos
on the web to mid-2017. However, the light must be differentiated from power-grid faults, so sound/color/form/length criteria were
developed in this paper through examination of many videos. Light should be coseismic (i.e. when the S-waves arrive), hemispherical,
not during a storm, less than 1 s long, without fire or smoke, and without many rapid color changes. Warnings about camera artifacts
are included. This light accompanied two recent earthquakes: M7.8 November 14, 2016, New Zealand, and M8.1 September 8, 2017,
Mexico. Definite green flash earthquake light has only been caught once on video and it is shown that others are sometimes electrical
overload of mercury vapor lamps, or difficulty with classifying pale turquoise flashes that are only slightly more green than blue. Three
separate frames from videos (NZ, Turkey, and Ecuador) have views actually within the blue light. These data exemplify the Freund
principle of positive charge production from quartz by high stress-rate, then charge separation and expulsion to the ground surface and
creation of light, but the hypotheses of quartz piezoelectricity or voltages from fracture mechanisms are not accepted.
Key words: Earthquake light, Chile, Ecuador, Mexico, Napa Valley, New Zealand, Peru, Romania, Turkey

1. Introduction
1.1. Earthquake light
Earthquakes at night sometimes have pale blue coseismic
light emerging from the ground as flashes. Historical
reviews were conducted by Terada (1931), Derr (1973),
Tsukuda (1997), Fidani (2010), and Thériault et al. (2014).
The latter summarized the experimental evidence that
shows that stresses on rock produce a wave of positive
charge that travels to the earth’s surface as a kind of solidstate plasma, and the quantitative magnitude is so great it
must ionize air locally and produce light.
Flashes are the commonest form, and for simplicity,
this paper neglects other forms including some small ones
that are close to the ground but do not generate blue sky
color, and so far are very rare in video records.
According to the summary of Derr, citing Yasui (1968)
and the independent collation of Tsukuda (1997), the
center of a flash is usually a white hemisphere within a blue
hemisphere, 20–200 m, contacting the ground surface,
i.e. a very small area compared with the area where the
earthquake was felt. Such a flash is a rare event and usually
not directly above the epicenter. Local buildings may
distort the hemispherical form and in older literature it
may be described as a “fan” of light.

Progress in interpretation has been slow because of a
lack of objective records, though there were photographs
from the 1960s (Derr, 1973) that probably captured only
the rarer longer flashes. Overwhelming video evidence
has since become available particularly from Chile, Peru,
Mexico, and Ecuador: see web references in Appendix
1.1 and other relevant references (Fidani, 2010; Heraud
and Lira, 2011; Whitehead and Ulusoy, 2013, 2015).
However, the videos have not been significantly analyzed
in published sources, so this paper presents firm new
information for earthquake light existence, color, length,
and differentiation from electrical grid faults. The videos
referenced above and later in the text are edited versions of
the originals for brevity and are sometimes selected from
compilations. The URLs of the unedited original videos
are in the reference list in the Appendix. Those who wish
to download either video type could use screen capture
software or contact the authors, but should note that there
is nearly 7 Gb of material even in the edited versions.
Important new sequences are from Turkey, New
Zealand, and Mexico. Earthquake light has been observed
in Turkey, both as coseismic and possibly precursory
events. In the 1999 İzmit quake there were reports of blue
pillars of light, and there is a video record of one flash
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(Neil Whitehead, 2017, Onay, https://www.youtube.com/
watch=9TO5tyVrm6w). There was a “blue pillar” of light
from a lake bed exposed during the earthquake; however,
red colors were more common (Ulusoy and Ikeya, 2001,
2008). The second of the two Van earthquakes in 2011
(M5.7; see, e.g., Moro et al., 2015) showed coseismic
flashes of blue light captured in several security videos
(Neil Whitehead, 2017, Konhaber, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=iZ7HG2tPbxk).
The New Zealand Kaikoura earthquake was an M7.8
earthquake in the South Island, two minutes after midnight
on 14 November 2016 NZDT (11:02 on 13 November
UTC). Two videos of earthquake light taken in Wellington
went viral on the net (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Bell, https://
youtube.com/watch?v=2yJgTnA61m8; Neil Whitehead,
2017, Going Viral, https://youtu.be/By7ynEU80zo) and
are analyzed in more detail along with other New Zealand
earthquake light in a work in preparation by Whitehead
and Ulusoy.
The Mexico earthquake (USGS, 2017) was M8.1 (11:49
local time, 4:49 UTC) and many videos of earthquake
light were uploaded to the net, which is now one of the
most extensive archives available.
1.2. Video examples
The frames from videos in Figures 1a, 1b, 2, 3, 4, 5a,
and 5b are examples not previously published; authors’
pseudonyms and various erroneous interpretative titles are
their own responsibilities. In any following figures, when
RGB (red/green/blue) numbers are specified, with upper
scale limit of 255, they were derived by Photoshop and
names of colors are semiofficial as given in the compilation
of Walsh (RGB to Color Name Mapping (Triplet and Hex),
2010, available at: https://web.njit.edu/~kevin/rgb.txt.html
(accessed 1.9.18)).
No image enhancement was used. The flashes have a
slight to large predominance of blue (sky blue) and are
more rarely slightly green (turquoise). Although flashes
predominate in the videos, small ground-level events may
not produce blue sky and are not captured in videos, and
hence are underrepresented.
Figures 1a and 1b from Napa Valley (California,
USA) (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Lamica, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=cehoDc7jQsg), from a video
recorded a short distance from the coseismic short flashes
on the ground, are monochrome, but indirect videos
further away show that the flashes are pale blue (Neil
Whitehead, 2017, Walkenhorst, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pH0zi8vE8DU; Neil Whitehead, 2017, Wine
Train, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rT8LTnCjq_M).
Figure 1b shows the form on the ground clearly.
The Mexican M8.1 earthquake (September 2017)
produced a pattern of flashes on the ground best seen in
the videos, but Figures 6a and 6b show single frames of
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two of the flashes. Although a few of the flashes were due
to exploding transformers, most were not.
Many other videos published internationally are
distant from the hemispherical lights on the ground and
show only reflections from the clouds, or distant light in
the sky. The 2017 M8.1 Mexico City records include two
relevant examples (Neil Whitehead, 2017, UFO Security
Cam, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htmXxMSU2ho;
Neil Whitehead, 2017, The Cosmos News, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=-M0_ThCzCDI).
The videos show that the predominant records are
coseismic, short blue-white flashes, and are seen at night.
The blue is so brilliant it often resembles daylight sky.
The existence of many flashes independent of possible
electricity supplies has led to an increasing view that many
are a real independent phenomenon needing a physical
explanation, but the detailed mechanism is still discussed.
This study will place most weight on analysis of the videos
of coseismic events rather than some alleged precursory
events.
The isolated frames from videos presented here usually
only hint at the sequences in the videos, and some readers
may prefer to view slowed-down versions of the videos
themselves, originally recommended by Bell (2016,
Earthquake lights, New Zealand, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2yJgTnA61m8) (now unavailable). References in
the text rather than the appendices give the URLs for an
archival website on YouTube, with a complete collection of
video sequences on which conclusions are based. Details
can be examined repeatedly, particularly using the freely
available VLC media player.
2. Methods
2.1. Search methods
All available earthquake light videos on YouTube were
surveyed up to October 2017 for common factors
(URLs in Appendix). Useful search terms were: English:
CCTV, earthquake light, flash, blue lightning, security
cam, dashcam. For South American footage, Spanish:
terremoto, sismo, tremblor, luz, sismo, relampago, destellos,
camara seguridad. Italian; terremoto, scossa, luce, camera,
sicurezza. Turkish: deprem ışıkları, depremler ve trafo
patlamaları, depremler ve yangınlar, deprem habercisi
olaylar. Both Mandarin forms and Japanese: 地震光 (=
earthquake light). In such searching, the videos may be
surprisingly carelessly copied and titled, sometimes even
giving the wrong country.
Video analysis used the Windows 10 continuous
screen capture feature, Adobe Premiere Elements 10 for
video sequence analysis, and Adobe Photoshop for color
analysis.
Useful videos may be uploaded to the web only a
few tens of minutes after events and many accumulate
many thousands of comments very rapidly. Other videos
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Figure 1a. Napa Valley security camera frame (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Lamica, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cehoDc7jQsg), immediately before flash.

Figure 1b. Napa valley earthquake light (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Lamica, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=cehoDc7jQsg), less than one second later. The RGB values (Neil
Whitehead, 2017, Wine Train, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rT8LTnCjq_M) are
53, 74, 115, which is sky blue. Light radius ca. 10 m.

even more useful may be added later, but since searchengine lists are usually arranged by popularity they may
be obscured by the earlier, inferior videos and one must
deliberately search through less popular videos.
Experience shows that useful videos should be archived
on one’s own digital storage immediately. Some of the
valuable but little-viewed videos may disappear from the
web on a timescale of a few months and can no longer be
cited unless made available on other websites as here. This
raises the issue of whether stored data will survive a time
of rapid technological change.
Future workers in this field should note that records
from some webcams held by authorities may not be
accessible, for reasons ranging from security to the general

chaos caused by the quake, and in this study at least two
such important local records in Wellington, New Zealand,
were deleted. Long-term precautionary networks of links
with authorities may prevent these losses, particularly
using railway surveillance systems that have extensive
coverage.
2.2. Derivation of methods to differentiate earthquake
light from electrical faults
In discussion threads on social media about earthquake
lights it is very common to find comments like “This is
just transformers/power lines exploding – I’ve seen many
examples”. Electric grid malfunction is indeed the most
likely of a highly dubious and partly tongue-in-cheek
explanation list, which inevitably includes CERN, manga
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Figure 2. Earthquake light in Chile, 2010 (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Taylerburdeen, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=5mtfWBRHIbY). The light is on a flat land surface and
about a kilometer distant. The horizontal streaks are probably flare effects in the optics
of the camera/slight camera movement. RGB 115, 200, 254, sky blue.

Figure 3. Romanian earthquake light, 2016 (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Petre Gameplays,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdgOiuMZLl0), RGB 126, 219, 253, sky blue.

Figure 4. Earthquake light at night in Lima, Peru (Neil Whitehead, 2017, E4kodam
[sic], http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoVHPktRoS0), RGB 143, 207, 253, sky blue.
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Figure 5a. Pisco, Peru, at night (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Pestabridis, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=GfN7sNzwyUs).

Figure 5b. Earthquake light (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Pestabridis, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=GfN7sNzwyUs) from the same location in Pisco, Peru – half a second
later than Figure 5a. Pisco is 150 km from Lima (shown in Figure 4). RBG 148, 245,
251, sky blue.

superheroes, aliens, HAARP, and UFOs; however, there
are many historical records of occurrence predating
electrification (Thériault et al., 2014). Today, differentiation
between grid problems and earthquake light is possible as
follows.
On the web were readily found videos of 40 transformer
explosions and 40 power line short-circuits/explosions, and
the first relevant ones encountered were noted (references
in the Appendix). The largest are the ones most like
earthquake lightning, i.e. explosions of substations (e.g.,
Neil Whitehead, 2017, taqman 15, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=9i4U5sfwTk4). See Figures 7–10. In these
the white core has a halo of blue typical of earthquake light,
though the white core is sometimes due to simple sensor

saturation of the video camera. There is usually smoke
from associated fires, quite unlike earthquake light. Most
large instances of earthquake light, if caused by electrical
failure, would have to be demolitions of many substations,
which conflicts with the large numbers of flashes seen
close together during the earthquake and must rarely be
the explanation.
Faults in smaller power transformers have even
more smoke, some white and blue light, but orange
predominates and is the last color seen as light diminishes,
often due to the burning of electrical grid material. There
are frequent changes of color around the central core
on a scale of fractions of a second, and the central core
is often a distorted sphere above the ground. Frequently
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Figure 6a. Mexico City earthquake light (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Rodríguez, https://
youtu.be/rimfLp-jMh8), RGB 101, 213, 255, sky blue.

Figure 6b. Mexico City earthquake light (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Rodríguez, https://
youtu.be/rimfLp-jMh8), RGB 146, 241, 255, sky blue.

these occurred during storm events. Transformer
events are in the following figures and by these criteria
are unlike earthquake light. Although fires were quite
frequently associated with transformer failure flashes
they were not noted with earthquake lights (Thériault et
al., 2014). Some flashes seem to be electrically overloaded
street lights followed by showers of sparks (e.g., Neil
Whitehead, 2017, PHP, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=09GGawoTLqY), but the sparks cannot be seen
at a distance and hence are not seen in most videos.
The very smallest transformer and power line
explosions are dominated by lots of smoke and little
light, quite different from earthquake light. See Neil
Whitehead (2017, Pace, http://www.youtube.com/
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watch?v=5CAAUsQZcUM). An example of the contrast is
also available (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Zliper, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=MztXSFlIM5g), in which a distant
flash in the sky during an earthquake is much greater than
the subsequent explosion of electrical outlets nearby in the
street. In some of these videos are variable reddish lights
from short circuits in vegetation, not seen in earthquake
light videos.
2.2.1. Dallas-Fort Worth
Perhaps one of the most important sequences for
transformer failure-associated lights was in Dallas-Fort
Worth (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Luenser, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=ONn3k0a2tEo) (Figures 11a–11e).
A quite distant electrical storm with lightning strikes on
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Figure 7. New York transformer explosion (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Redneckvideogamer,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVKQtnd56SQ), RGB 170, 191, 243, sky blue
shade.

Figure 8. Transformer explosion (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Whitney, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=GFXK0HlsfdA), RGB 140, 198, 191, turquoise shade.

the feeder lines, not an earthquake, created exceptional
current surges and caused a strong and multicolored light
display (Sabota and Welch, 2011), which was very like
earthquake light, but more variable. There was some grid
failure as well; in several cases the displays faded to yellow
points and were small fires, also reported in the news, but
there were also rapid yellow/red flashes with no fire. The
lesson is that strong voltage fluctuations may cause these
lights, and vegetation is not necessarily burning (because
of extremely rapid changes in the light). Examples are
Figures 11a–11e. Electrical workers had seen these lights
rarely if at all.
2.2.2. Sound
Electricity failures in videos are accompanied by either a
small explosion with sparks and/or smoke, and a buzzing
sound, never heard with earthquake light, but only heard

at less than 1 km distant. In a few recorded cases (Thériault
et al., 2014), a crackling sound is heard when very close to
earthquake light. The Nelson, New Zealand, video (Neil
Whitehead, 2017, Wrench, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gaScHeqwAHY) of power line failure during
the Kaikoura quake shows a rather high level of crackling
noise, which ought to accompany such light if it is caused by
electrical grid problems. The Dallas-Fort Worth sequence
was 5 km in distance, so no sound was expected. Buzzing
sounds are often heard from failing electric lights, but in
many of the above videos there were masking sounds from
the engines of emergency vehicles, or the sounds of the
storms that created the electrical faults.
2.3. Differentiation summary
Videos from electricity faults examined for flashes
(see Appendix) showed many continuous fires (12/89)
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Figure 9. Transformer-fire red light in Recife, Brazil (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Storyful
News, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIk31t6PXrM).

Figure 10. Hurricane Sandy transformer explosion during rain (Neil Whitehead, 2017,
Y, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3PGN_NvTrg), RGB 136, 255, 252, turquoise.

more than 10 s long. Although these should also be on
earthquake videos because of their visual interest, none
were. This seems to show that the individual coseismic
flashes were not sustained long enough to create fires, so
are of limited power. A conclusion is that if a fire of 10 s
or more is in a video, it is probably not earthquake light.
No earthquake light flash was longer than 2.3 s. Using the
exclusion criteria of storm, color, length, noise, and shape,
4/89 of the failing power transformer lights shown in
videos might have been misidentified as earthquake light,
i.e. about 5%.
If there is storm, noise, fire, smoke and sparks, a sphere
above the ground, very many color changes in one flash,
or a transient final orange/red color and no earthquake,
the light should be assumed to be electrical failure. These
criteria allowed selection of earthquake light videos.
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Using these it was found that a few flashes in
the Mexico City M8.1 earthquake (Neil Whitehead,
2017, UFO Security Cam, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=htmXxMSU2ho; Neil Whitehead, 2017, The
Cosmos News, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-M0_
ThCzCDI) were probably related to electrical failure, but
about 95% were not. Analysis of the much-viewed Sendai,
Japan video (Neil Whitehead, 2017, BrainStreamMedia,
https://youtu.be/q0etSau9gpI) showed spherical form and
an unusually long yellow afterglow, and it may not be an
example of earthquake light.
3. Results
3.1. Interpretive cautions
Security cameras sensitive to infrared frequently showed
many floating or rising small orbs, which should not
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Figure 11a. Dallas-Fort Worth lights, reddish, violet, and turquoise.

Figure 11b. Dallas-Fort Worth lights. RGB 55, 172, 207, sky blue.

Figure 11c. RGB 93, 194, 185, pale turquoise.
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Figure 11d. Blue, turquoise, and white light.

Figure 11e. Red, violet, and orange/yellow lights.

be interpreted as earthquake lights. They are from
unfocussed dust very close to the lens, illuminated by
the camera IR LEDs (Gilberd, 2014, Orbs: most are not
paranormal, New Zealand Strange Occurrences Society,
http://strangeoccurrencesparanormal.weebly.com/orbsexplained.html (accessed 9.6.17)).
These orbs frequently rise vertically in earthquakes
due to disturbed air conditions, and possibly electrostatic
repulsion. Another camera artifact seems to be a transient
pink color at the edge of some lights when there is a
switch to IR mode within the camera, and this is not red
earthquake light. Streaks of light are commonly generated
just out of frame and in the optics of the webcam and are
also not earthquake light.
Clouds of dust are frequent in urban videos or
earthquakes. It is important to show that apparent flashes
of light are not just momentary clearing of the dust but
genuine light maxima, greater than before the quake.
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3.2. Video frames with close blue flashes
Figures 12a and 12b from a 5.7M earthquake, Van, Turkey,
2011, show security camera frames before and during a
flash of earthquake light. Not shown is a few seconds of
street power blackout between the two figures. There is a
mottled appearance within the blue, not seen in Figure 12a.
The same blue luminescence was found at Manabi, Ecuador,
during the 2016 M7.8 earthquake and is shown in Figures
13a and 13b. A New Zealand example is shown in Figure 14.
3.3. Durations of flashes
From 5 Wellington-region videos, 60 flash lengths were
analyzed. The mean and standard deviation were 0.59
± 0.27 s. The median was 0.57 s, the maximum was 1.36
s, and the minimum was 0.04 s (one frame long). These
correspond well with previously found values in New
Zealand (Whitehead and Ulusoy, 2015) and the derived
rule of thumb for the median length remains half a second.
The Kobe data medians of Yasui (1968) and Tsukuda (1997)
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Figure 12a. Normal streetlights, Van, Turkey (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Konhaber, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZ7HG2tPbxk).

Figure 12b. Van, Turkey, same view, earthquake light blue flash (Neil Whitehead, 2017,
Konhaber, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZ7HG2tPbxk). RGB 112, 190, 255, sky
blue.

are longer, but the many flashes with times below 1 s are
excluded in their compilation because video analysis was
not generally available. The new median above is much
more accurate.

For videos excluding those from New Zealand (URLs
in Appendix), 148 coseismic flash lengths were measured.
In a few cases the blue light was indirect. The mean and
standard deviation were 0.48 ± 0.43 s, the median was
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Figure 13a. Street scene before earthquake light, Manabi, Ecuador (Neil Whitehead,
2017, As, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_YOi2ouhEM), M7.8.

Figure 13b. Blue light at Manabi, Ecuador M7.8 (Neil Whitehead, 2017, As, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=U_YOi2ouhEM), less than 1 s later than Figure 13a.

0.35 s, and the distribution appears log-normal. The
longest flash was 2.3 s. These lengths are similar to the
New Zealand lengths and show there is a consistent length
internationally. It is shown below that the likely energy
levels of the colors have very brief lifetimes, and therefore
the mechanisms to produce the light must be operating for
the whole 0.35 s.
3.4. Calculation of frequency
Earthquake light is rare if it is sought during felt earthquakes
(more than M4) (<1% occurrence). If only earthquakes
more than M6 are included and those known to be at
night, earthquake light was seen in 4 of 13 earthquakes in
New Zealand since 1940, meaning 35% of M6 earthquakes
in New Zealand produce earthquake light, but the result
needs much better precision. This lack of precision is
not surprising because New Zealand is very nonuniform
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geologically. It seems the light requires special conditions,
such as particular sediment deposition configuration,
or a high M value, or local ground acceleration. One
suggestion is that in Chile an earthquake must be M7
to guarantee earthquake light (Puntoedu, 2007, PUCP
- ¿Porqué se vieron luces extrañas en el cielo limeño
durante el terremoto del 2007?, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Lj2PQ3onAL0&t=45s (accessed 1.9.18)).
3.5. Colors
Of 175 reports in New Zealand (many not specifying color,
and mainly nonvideo reports), the following colors were
reported: blue 50, white 50, green, 26, blue-green 14, red
9, purple 5, yellowish green 4. Colors in the videos were
predominantly blue and white. It was not possible to
correct for any differences arising from possible different
spectral sensitivities in different recording systems.
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Figure 14. Peak flash condition in Taita, New Zealand at midnight during the
Kaikoura earthquake (Neil Whitehead, 2017, Gracey, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BPcSAWl_2vs). Note lit hill and “daylight” sky. Sky: RGB 82, 83, 233, darker
sky blue. Blueish color on cloud: 169, 255, 255 (i.e. saturated), sky blue. More detail is in
a forthcoming paper (Whitehead and Ulusoy, in preparation).

In the videos, the colors are white in the center and
then range outward to light milky blue and dark blue. A
description of color will vary because different observers
may see different parts of a flash. There is always some
mixture of blue and green according to spot analysis using
Photoshop. At the outer edge of the light reflections on
the clouds, the colors can be quite dark, including a royal
blue and a reported emerald green. There is minor video
evidence for transient red, which also gives light purple
when combined with blue. There were half a dozen cases
of blue colors tending to become greener towards the last
frames of a flash.
The strongest colors in the Taita clouds in Figure 14,
viewed from below, seemed to be white only, with no blue
halo, but the surroundings at ground level showed a blue
tinge. Some of the white color is due to sensor saturation,
but also as discussed previously (Whitehead and Ulusoy,
2015) the white colors are a mixture of all colors and
should be attributed to nonspecific air ionization caused
by sufficient voltages, rather than an unlikely carefully
balanced combination of primary colors.
For the Dallas-Fort Worth lightning-related
nonearthquake series (Luenser, 2013, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ONn3k0a2tEo), the results as derived by
Photoshop were blue 97, white 59, turquoise 19, orange 13,

yellow 9, red 8, violet 4. This is similar to the earthquake
light color distribution but has more red colors.
4. Discussion
For 148 flash lengths the regression coefficient with
M was 0.07 ± 0.08, so we cannot show that the length
predominantly depends on the M value. Other factors
must be involved.
4.1. Physical causes
The distinct colors in these blue-green flashes are plausibly
caused by specific energy levels in air molecules and ions
and because of the flash lengths, lifetimes of these levels
must not be longer than a fraction of a second. Candidate
spectral lines are shown in Figure 15.
The figure comprises aurora data, but the spectral lines
are also present in sea-level air when it is energetically
excited. Excited nonionized oxygen and nitrogen can be
present, but also ionized nitrogen. The blue colors are
mostly due to transitions between different vibrational
levels in singly ionized nitrogen (Wiberg et al., 2001),
specifically various B3Πg and A3Σg levels (Biloiu et al.,
2007), giving band emission rather than narrow line
emission. This is not exotic: it occurs along with UV
from the nitrogen even in a primitive nitrogen laser that
functions at atmospheric pressure (Reader and Corliss,
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Figure 15. Emissions in energetically excited air (Wikipedia, 2017, Colours of the
Aurora. Available at: http://www.webexhibits.org/causesofcolor/4D.html (accessed
5.24.17)).

1986). Oxygen is the obvious candidate for green light and
due to forbidden electron transitions this light would be
expected to persist longer.
Although blue flashes predominate in the video
records, red could be from the excited but not ionized
nitrogen molecule energy levels shown in Figure 15, which
have a lifetime approaching a millisecond (Lichten, 2004).
This red is sometimes seen at the lower fringe of auroras
and is in the light from the air-pressure nitrogen laser
(Reader and Corliss, 1986).
The intensity of the light flashes indicates that the
volumes of rock participating are probably on the order of
km3 such as a volume of 20–100 m thick and 1–2 km wide
(personal communication, F Freund).
4.2. Pure green flashes
These are dubious. First, there may be a problem of color
classification/perception in the reports. The phenomena
are very transient, making accurate observation
difficult, and examination of 70 videos on the web using
Photoshop has only found one unequivocal green flash
accompanying an earthquake (Neil Whitehead, 2017,
UFO Security Cam, Mexico, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=htmXxMSU2ho), with RGB 122, 164, 111. Most
are varieties of “sky blue” and although apparently greenish
have predominant blue; a 20% minority are slightly
predominantly green (varieties of pale turquoise). In the
media, the commentaries on Wellington occurrences (Neil
Whitehead, 2017, Bell, https://youtbu.be/2yJgTnA61m8;
Neil Whitehead, 2017, Going Viral, https://youtu.be/
By7ynEU80zo) reported blue and green lights (e.g., Kilvert,
2016, Phenomenon, New Zealand earthquake: Sky flashes
“green and blue” in rare lights, ABC News, http://www.
abc.net.au/news/2016-11-14/new-zealand-earthquakesky-flashes-green-and-blue/8022476 (accessed 1.9.18)),
which is misleading because there are only pale turquoise
representatives of the green shades present. In the Mexico
City videos on YouTube, almost all descriptions in video
titles described colors as green, following the known
human psychological reporting bias towards green when
the shade is between blue and green and suggesting
a generic reporting problem (Optical Express, 2017,
Dividing a nation: An insight into human interpretation
through colour illusions, https://www.opticalexpress.
co.uk/magazine/dividing-a-nation-an-insight-intohuman-interpretation-through-colour-illusions (accessed
9.13.17, unavailable by 8.6.18)).
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Second, street lights may contribute. There were four
definite green flashes that were not from the ground but on
close power poles, and were clearly electrically overdriven
mercury-vapor lights (Neil Whitehead, 2017, hamrhal2,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FC2v5NSOMPA,
Napa Valley; Neil Whitehead, 2017, Konhaber, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=iZ7HG2tPbxk, Van, Turkey; Neil
Whitehead, 2017, Taylerburdeen, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=5mtfWBRHIbY, Chile, 2 examples).
Mercury-vapor lamps are capable of extreme flashes
of green, in practice up to 60 times the rated wattage
before failure (DanTheAwesomeMan, 2014, Mercury
Lamp Overload, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtdhSopACQ (accessed 8.6.18)). For all flashes, sky blue
predominates and turquoise is much less usual.
4.3. Mechanisms
The first mechanism (Freund, 2011, and references therein;
Freund and Freund, 2015; Scoville et al., 2015a, 2015b)
depends on charge separation in quartz during stresses,
with negative charge trapped at ruptured peroxy bonds
and a positive charge wave reaching the ground surface at
speeds of as much as a few hundreds of meters per second,
with the rock momentarily in a kind of solid-state plasma,
which produces light by ionization processes. This is well
supported by experimental data.
The second (Takaki and Ikeya, 1998) suggests
generation of high voltages due to a piezoelectric effect
in slightly aligned quartz grains. However, the kind of
alignment needed would need human intervention and
the theory must be rejected.
The third, a voltage generation mechanism, involves
very general fracture dynamics (Leeman et al., 2014).
However, when this is observed it demands a degree of
fracture not seen on the ground surface, so this must also
be rejected.
The fourth explanation is large-scale disturbances of
the ionosphere near a rupturing fault causing the light,
though it is almost certain that the earthquake causes the
ionospheric changes rather than the reverse, and we do
not consider this further. This paper gives preference to
the extensive work of Freund.
4.4. Project limitations
4.4.1. Data limitations
Eyewitness reports still greatly outnumber video records
and are less satisfactory. Suitable recorders and security
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webcams are becoming more and more widespread;
however, almost all this improvement will be urban, because
of greater population density.
Because important videos may have been “buried” by
those more trivial, better videos may have been missed.
4.4.2. Nonearthquake light
There are a very limited number of videos showing
hemispherical blue-white lights on the ground without
felt earthquakes or other explanations, e.g., in Peru (Neil
Whitehead, 2017, Montoya, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=c0v-f4Zh3f8 ), which look like typical earthquake
light but did not accompany felt earthquakes or obvious
electrical failures. Although these are very few compared
with the earthquake light videos, they raise the possibility of
light production mechanisms not covered in the literature
and beyond the scope of this paper.
Since earthquakes capable of producing earthquake
light have high M values, the number of occurrences and
statistical power for tests are quite limited. Regrettably,
more earthquakes are needed.
Some videos with very useful data are so poorly and
carelessly documented they are almost useless and may
mislead; for example, the keywords associated with videos
often did not include location, or keywords were simply
omitted and the author usually did not respond to queries.
There is a slight possibility that some videos in this paper
have been misattributed. Similarly, in four cases, images
in associated still frames had been falsified with visual
additions for sensational effect and so have very low
reliability.
Color descriptions from interviews may be inaccurate
when the flashes were short. However, color analysis of
video records using Photoshop is usefully objective.
The reported data contain minority anomalous
sightings, and the unifying explanations in this paper must
be partial. As usual, more work is needed.

5. Conclusions
These findings from videos add to the considerable
number of blue-white flashes now recorded and further
support the existence of this type of earthquake light.
There are many examples of earthquake light that are
independent of faults in an electricity supply. The lights
are produced very locally by the forces of the earthquake,
not necessarily at the epicenter.
The sky-blue colors and turquoise color were
confirmed on video. Definite green colors are rare but
can be from electrically overdriven mercury-vapor
lamps. A unifying explanation for the range of colors
is a contribution from ionized nitrogen (blue), oxygen
(green), and more rarely unionized nitrogen (red) with
darker and lighter shades depending on the distance
from the white core.
The relatively large numbers of videos available
made closer-than-usual analysis during flashes possible
and presented a good research opportunity. Security
cameras, dashcams, and video functions on smartphones
are rapidly increasing in number and should mean that
similar very transient environmental events can be
studied far more easily in the future, but this will require
rapid attention to website comments and sifting of added
comments.
If a light is coseismic (i.e. at the arrival of S-waves),
has no accompanying sound, is hemispherical (on the
ground), is less than 1 s long, is not conventional lightning
nor during a storm, has no fire, smoke, or yellow colors
associated with it, and has a limited range of color change
in the flash, it is 95% likely to be earthquake light. This is
the first time such a differentiation has been established.
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Appendix
Videos referenced. Capitalization etc. as in the original
source. The first form is an edited archival accessible form (from
January 2018) under “author” Neil Whitehead followed by the
title, which is the author of the second form, the original video,
some of which are indicated to be no longer accessible on the
web. The order is mostly by approximate importance of the clip.
1.1. Representative videos
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. DamnSword2007, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=d3b75_2br3c);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Moncrief, 2010 Chile, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=ConQTOeNTfI);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. NHK, Sendai, Japan, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=6B3UGbRnG1o);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Lamica, Napa Valley, California,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cehoDc7jQsg);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Petre Gameplays, Rumania, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdgOiuMZLl0);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Franco, Ecuador, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zeD_8p54JK0);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Webcamsdemexico, Mexico, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtsygywRYV4);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. PHP, Mexico, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ccOzRO7Dz7E);
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. The Cosmos News, Mexico, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-M0_ThCzCDI).
1.2. Flash length videos
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. 24Horas.cl TVN. Chile, https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=17Z93dhh5Jg); (24Horas.cl TVN, 2015.
Así se vivió el terremoto desde el Sky Costanera a 300 metros
de altura. Available at: http://www.24horas.cl/nacional/asi-sevivio-el-terremoto-desde-el-sky-costanera-a-300-metros-dealtura-1789698# (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Rios. Chile, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xi_c97LMzrA); (Rios J, 2010. Terremoto afecto a zona
central de Chile. Available at: https://wwthanksgiving4terrafirmaw.
youtube.com/watch?v=PXaMowfYFlw (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Moncrief. Chile, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=ConQTOeNTfI); (Moncrief J, 2010.
Strange lights in sky during 2010 Chile earthquake. Available
at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMunTcLvSzE&t=2s
(accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Taylerburdeen. Chile, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=5mtfWBRHIbY); (Taylerburdeen, 2010a.
Terremoto Santiago Chile 2010 sobre el mirador explosiones
de luz. Youtube. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=inM8qy0ceWU (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Franco. Ecuador, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zeD_8p54JK0); (Franco AT, 2016. Luces
de terremoto - Ecuador - 16/Abril/2016. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hucYjYSBo4 (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. guybuckmaster. Haiti, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=lmHtmDOr4dI); (guybuckmaster, 2010.
Haiti earthquake January 2010 Presidential Palace. Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5rhCFfFTGk
(accessed
12.17.18)).

(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Mazzoli. Italy, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=_Vd_ZCBLhHI); (Mazzoli F, 2012. Terremoto
20 maggio 2012 a Quistello - parte 2. Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=GJnefQav9AY (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Abruzzosvegliati. Italy, https://
youtu.be/SsM58rXcdzo); (Abruzzosvegliati, 2009. La grande
scossa in diretta. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=s07d2Z8kEro&t=3s (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Proyectosurvivor. Peru, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hN0xxuOvas4); (Proyectosurvivor, 2012.
Luces extrañas en el cielo durante terremoto en Pisco. Available
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPj1xKiVDxU (accessed
12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Yvan. Peru, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=wq0qU1OrFRg); (Yvan E, 2007. Sismo en Lima 15
ago 2007 - (epicentro en Pisco) earthquake - destellos en el cielo.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Xzjc5BV9p0
(accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil
Whitehead,
2017.
DamnSword2007.
Peru,
h t t p : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = d 3 b 7 5 _ 2 b r 3 c ) ;
(DamnSword2007[sic], 2007. Peru during the earthquake:
lighting?[sic] 0:47/0:50. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=s6q9K54KYM8&t=4s (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Fuenzalida. Peru, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=fNG2w-mmSiw); (Fuenzalida C, 2008.
Terremoto Perú 2007 - luces - EQL. Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=YW_1t8GiY5Y (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. E4kodam. Peru, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=eoVHPktRoS0); (E4kodam [sic], 2007. Terremoto
Peru - luces azules en el cielo 15/08/2007. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxfkvrbt9kc&t=4s
(accessed
12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Pestabridis. Peru, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=GfN7sNzwyUs); (Pestabridis (2007).
Luces durante el terremoto de Pisco. Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=uglwzr1ZOpo (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Puntoedu. Peru, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=dRilY4J5F1k); (Puntoedu, 2007. PUCP
- ¿Porqué se vieron luces extrañas en el cielo limeño durante
el terremoto del 2007? Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Lj2PQ3onAL0&t=45s (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Castro. Peru, https://youtu.be/
Ol9s8GM-Twg); (Castro G, 2007. Terremoto en Peru - San
Miguel. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i38xjZZWr4 (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Cruz. Peru, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=gYiKZoXg_zc); (Cruz, J de la, 2007. Peru
terremoto, sismo de 7.9. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E5qep7TbylA (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Petre Gameplays. Romania,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdgOiuMZLl0);
(Petre
Gameplays, 2016. Strange blue light In Romania during earth
quake on 24/09/2016. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tctJUaC_EPg (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Phobos. Taiwan, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=k-wqiJY6TG4); (Phobos, 2016. CCTV
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footage moment 6 4 earthquake hit Taiwan. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=viLahNpxfxI (accessed 1.10.18)).
Now unavailable (12.17.18).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Konhaber. Van, Turkey, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=iZ7HG2tPbxk); (Konhaber, 2011. Turkey
earthquake and tremor caught on camera. Available at: https://
www.izlesene.com/video/56-van-depreminde-bayram-otelinyikilis-ani/5021287 (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Lamica. Napa Valley, USA, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cehoDc7jQsg); (Lamica C, 2014.
Earthquake lights Santa Rosa / Napa Earthquake. Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBwXR_It9kw (accessed
12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Walkenhorst. Napa Valley,
h t t p : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = p H 0 z i 8 v E 8 D U ) ;
(Walkenhorst J, 2014. Dvr. Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zozGpOhaaU0&list=PL7dzsFehdndAq07opF4IqFRHUGbHxejx&index=17 (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Wine Train. Napa Valley, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rT8LTnCjq_M); (Wine Train, 2014.
Wine Train earthquake commissary camera 2014. Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kHvG5MbCYs (accessed
12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Maestas. Napa Valley, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=HM8kPXM86h0); (Maestas K, 2014.
Vallejo Napa earthquake 8-24-2014. 6.0. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpqqWVlsu7A (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Conscious Collective. Manta,
Ecuador, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBawDsIoDw0);
(Conscious Collective, 2017. The biggest earthquakes ever caught
on video.!!!!! Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mv2hWXvsHwI
(accessed 12.17.18)).
1.3. Transformer failure videos
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Sparer. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=STmn_p_BBCk); (Sparer J, 2012. Crazy Transformer
Explosion in Annapolis! Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=iNDBHbPFO9Q (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Arcasis. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=LUsE2-Xuitk); (Arcasis, 2012. Hurricane
Sandy - transformer explosion over Morristown, New Jersey
(10-29-2012).
Available
at:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hNOESR2gphQ (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. casperolla81. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=8LwrEllnQuc); (casperolla81, 2013. Casper, WY
power station failure. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xodiXlj8kjA (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. bilobag. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=dWYdPrqS4ro); (bilobag, 2010. Transformers 3
explosion scene DC. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WNv5D4mGSUA (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Mohammedia Morocco. http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=_9ykS6wZchc ); (Santos, A, 2011. When a
power transformer blows up. Available at: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ddcToCnLLpU (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Bu. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=m8UAr6U9tHg); (Bu T, 2015. High voltage transformer
explosion at power plant - Karavos Aliveri 01-01-2015 01:30.
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Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29O9rzJZurQ
(accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Sherman. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3_hm7IyL1as); (Sherman T, 2013. Chicago, IL
Transformer fire/power line fire arcing & sparking. Available
at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nLcjDmGr6g&t=21s
(accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Franklin Electric. http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=SMmUME-Ax8A); (Franklin Electric,
2016. Transformer Explosion during an Ice Storm. Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cVqSEZJCSw
(accessed
12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Y. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T3PGN_NvTrg); (Y D [sic], 2012. Hurricane Sandy
electric transformers exploding! Available at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=TXbf4ZohEPI (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. ToxicGhostVideos. http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=B9lbCULIAro);
(ToxicGhostVideos,
2012. Hurricane Sandy (transformer explosions over one
minute long). Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HOP5GR64DRY (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Travels & Chases. http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hj56SofyuTo); (Travels & Chases, 2012.
Hurricane Sandy transformers exploding 4 minutes straight.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Elr1CKzi-pU
(accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Pascoal. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3js_e5e0U-Y); (Pascoal LS, 2015. Say cheese!!! transformer explosion. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=m8ssFl0wjMk (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Crash Videos. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=XOJ6M1pU4J0); (Crash Videos, 2016. Top 10
transformer explosion compilation - electric fail. Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONuLgpX30fA (accessed
9.28.17)). (8.3.18) Now unavailable.
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. taqman 15. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9i4U5sfwTk4); (taqman 15, 2011. MNF transformer
exploding at Candlestick. Available at: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=gFcuGPRHac8 (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Engineering World. http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=sCpxgL16GME); (Engineering World,
2016. Top 5 powerful transformer explosions. Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8EQPx-ptKk
(accessed
12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Victor Valley News Incorporated.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Op24D6fa45g);
(Victor
Valley News Incorporated, 2015. Transformer blows up
in Victorville. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CWnnqMEjop0 (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. anthonystulec. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=oqCHOKz1-WU);
(anthonystulec,
2008.
Transformer explodes and drops wire in the street. Available
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvg37imb5i4. (accessed
12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Loudlabs News. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=fccewRJ0aVA); (Loudlabs News, 2015. Two
transformers blow & wires down / Alhambra raw footage. Available
at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5weGMSrKmN8
(accessed 12.17.18)).
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(Neil Whitehead, 2017. The Weather Channel. http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBWNT1o6X98); (The Weather
Channel, 2012. Transformer explosion blacks out New York City.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqCBm6qcPSg
(accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. WESH 2 News. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=JpfofhJlfXg); (WESH 2 News, 2012. Raw video:
fleeing car crashes, transformer explodes. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPNO3rKtgCs (accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. Neato. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T_HyyrGTzo4); (Neato J, 2009. Transformer explosion.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4XPxEoDfvs
(accessed 12.17.18)).
(Neil Whitehead, 2017. The Press-Enterprise. http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=QpW8u4ERUJs); (The Press-Enterprise,
2014. Electrical transformers explode in Riverside. Available at:
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